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Question Paper Consists of Part-A and Part-B 

Answering the question in Part-A is Compulsory, 

Four Questions should be answered from Part-B 

PART – A (6 X 2=12 Marks) 
 

1. a) Clearly differentiate periodic and non periodic time domain signals. 

b) Differentiate symmetrical and anti symmetrical signals. 

c) Define double sided Z- domain 

d) Find out the Z-Transform of unit ramp signal. 

e) Condition for the existence of Fourier transform 

f) Define auto correlation function for the continuous time energy signal. (2+2+2+2+2+2)M 
 

PART – B (4 X 12=48 Marks) 
 

2. a) Define energy and power signals in continuous time domain. 

b) Determine whether the given continuous time signals are periodic or not? If yes determine the     

      fundamental period         (4+8)M 

      i.  𝑥1(𝑡) = cos
2𝜋𝑡

5
+ cos 2𝜋𝑡/7          ii. 𝑥2(𝑡) = sin[𝜋 + 0.2𝑡] 

            3.  a) What is meant by sine function? Explain in detail. 

                 b) State the various properties of a Laplace transform ?  

                     Explain the time shifting property in detail.      (4+8)M 

 

            4.  a) List the various properties of a Z-transform? Explain the differentiation in details. 

                 b) Determine Z-Transform of x(n) and draw its ROC     (6+6)M 

𝑥(𝑛) = [(0.5)𝑛𝑠𝑖𝑛
𝜋𝑛

4
] 𝑢(𝑛) 

           5.   a) Define Time convolution theorem for Fourier transform?  

                     Prove the convolution theorems by using two-time domain signals of x1(t) and x2(t)   

                     are time convolved 

b) Obtain Fourier transform and a spectrum  for the signal x(t) = cosɯo(t)?  (8+4)M 

 

            6.   a) List the various properties of DTFT? Prove the frequency shifting property of a DTFT signal?                        

                  b) Determine the frequency response of a discrete time LTI System with impulse response? 

    H(n)=8(n-n0) and  determine the output of the system?    (8+4)M 
 

              7. a) Define par seval’s power theorem? And determine the necessary proofs? 

b) Find out the auto correlation for the given signal x(t)= 6 sin2t.   (8+4)M 
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